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Abstract— Novel bandpass filter is proposed using photonic multiple quantum well structure by computing transmittivity for normal and
oblique incidence of s-polarized electromagnetic wave. Ratio of thickness of unit cell and material composition of the barrier region is
varied to compute the modulation in filter bandwidth using transfer matrix technique for optical communication purpose at 1550 nm.
AlxGa1-xN/GaN composition is chosen as unit block of the periodic organization, with AlxGa1-xN layer as the barrier and GaN as well of
the 11-layer structure. Following Adachi’s model, refractive index of AlxGa1-xN is considered as a function of mole fraction and operating
wavelength. It is found out that for normal incidence, this structure demonstrate better filter characteristics than oblique incidence.
Suitable choice of dimension and Al mole fraction along with variation of incident angle makes it efficient band-pass filter at desired
frequency region.
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photonic systems, and resonant tunneling is characterized for
this structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystal is constructed by periodic arrangement of
dielectric materials [1-2] with alternating regions of higher
and lower dielectric constants where localization of
propagating electromagnetic wave can be obtained by
thicknesses and refractive indices of the materials. This
property can be utilized to design novel bandpass filter [3] by
restricting e.m wave of certain wavelengths and
simultaneously allowing other spectra; possible due to the
formation of photonic bandgap, may be exhibited in one, two
or three dimensions. Since three-dimensional microstructures
are not very easy to realize at near-infrared and optical
wavelengths [4], so researchers focus on 1D and 2D structures
due to their possible various applications in optical
communication domain [5-9]. Photonic crystal fiber is a
revolutionary concept, and now realizable due to the
advancement in microelectronic technologies. This can nowa-days being used in integrated photonics [10], high power
technology [11], sensing [12], quantum information science
[13] etc. For different communication applications, designing
photonic crystal fibers and other notable devices is very
important, and thus role of material composition plays a
crucial role in this context [14-15]. Photonic quantum well
systems are also studied [16] in recent past to make a
comparative analysis between low-dimensional electronic and

Fundamental analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation
inside 1D photonic crystal was carried out by Rudziński [17]
for both TE and TM mode using transfer matrix technique.
Effect of refractive index of dielectric material on
transmission spectra [18] for designing multi-narrow channel
band filter was analyzed by optical transfer matrix technique.
Lin [19] suggested that a photonic bandgap quantum confined
structures can be considered a high-Q resonant cavity whose
reflectivity is dependent on cavity modal frequency.
Transmission coefficient is computed [20] considering
multiple-scattering techniques, indicates its possibility for
filter application. This concept can be utilized to design
quantum-well infrared photodetector [21-22]. In this paper,
transmittivity of photonic multiple quantum well structure is
calculated for normal and oblique incidence of s-polarized e.m
wave at 1550 nm considering the dependence of material
parameters on material composition and operating
wavelength. Width of passband is tuned by changing design
parameters for application in optical communication.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Consider the smallest unit of 1D photonic crystal structure
comprising of GaN/AlxGa1-xN material composition where
forward and backward propagating waves are given by-
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a 2  t 21 a1  r12 b2

From the wave equations, transfer matrix corresponding to
the interface can be obtained as

(1.1)

1 1
M T 1, 2  
t  r21,12

b1  t12 b2  r21a1
(1.2)
where rij and tij are reflectivity and transmittivity in passing
from layer i to layer j. They are related to the refractive
indices of the materials following Fresnel’s equation as

rij  r ji 

(5)
Considering the phase factor of the field propagating
through uniform medium, propagation matrix is given as

ni  n j

0
 exp[ jk1, 2 d1, 2 ]


P1, 2  
0
 exp[ jk1, 2 d1, 2 ] 


ni  n j

(2.1)

(6)

and

t ij  t ji  2

r21,12 

1 

where di is the propagation length in ith layer, and ki is the
wavevector in that layer. Thus, transfer matrix for the
elementary cell is

ni n j
ni  n j

M  M T 1 P1 M T 2 P2

(2.2)

(7)

Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 are valid for normal incidence. The
reflectivities r and transmittivities t are coupled by the relation

r2  t2 1

For a perfectly periodic medium composed of N such
elementary cells, the total transfer matrix for such a structure
is

M tot  M N

(3)
(8)

Transmittivity is given by

T

1
2

M 11 (tot )

(9)
Figure 1: Schematic picture of forward and backward waves
in smallest unit of 1D photonic crystal
For s-polarized incident wave at angle θ1, interface
reflectivities are given by

r12  r21 
(4)

n1 cos1   n2 cos 2 
n1 cos1   n2 cos 2 

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Using Eq. (9), transmittance of 1D photonic crystal is
calculated as a function of wavelength of incident
electromagnetic wave. First we consider normal incidence of
s- polarized wave, and it is observed that with high al mole
composition in barrier region, passband shifts at the left w.r.t
centered wavelength. This is plotted in Fig 2. This is due to
the fact that with increase of Al percentage (x), bandgap
increases, which effectively decreases layer’s refractive index.
This causes the sharp fall of transmission at lower wavelength,
and hence the shift of passband. It may also be noted that with
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increase of Al mole fraction keeping well and barrier widths
constant, transmittivity decreases to a great extent, and thus
filter property greatly improves.

Figure 3a: Transmittivity vs wavelength of em wave for
normal incidence for Al0.2Ga0.8N/GaN composition and
constant well width but different barrier widths

Figure 2: Transmittivity vs wavelength of em wave for normal
incidence with constant layer dimensions and different
material compositions
By independently varying barrier width and well width, it is
found out that bandwidth of the filter can be tuned. By
increasing barrier width, passband width decreases
monotonically, which results in a narrow band filter. This is
shown in Fig 3a. The same nature is observed by increasing
well width also; plotted in Fig 3b. This is due to the fact that
by increasing thickness of the either of the dielectric slab,
periodicity increases, which changes the elementary cell
matrix following Eq. (7). Hence the transfer matrix for the
structure is modified as expected from Eq. (8), which causes
the reduction of wave at the output along the quantized
direction with increase of wavelength. This causes the
decrease of transmittance, which results reduction of filter
bandwidth.

If normal incidence is changed into oblique incidence, then
propagating wave has to traverse longer distance by a factor
1/cosθ (considering θ is the incident angle), and therefore,
Brilloiun zone will be smaller by the factor cosθ. Also with
increasing angle, the bandgap position will shift towards
longer wavelength and at the same time, splitting will be taken
place between two dispersion relations. So the bandwidth of
the filter will shift towards higher wavelength region, shown
in Fig 4a.
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Figure 3b: Transmittivity vs wavelength of em wave for
normal incidence for Al0.2Ga0.8N/GaN composition and
constant barrier width but different well width

With gradual increase of incident angle, the filter
bandwidth will shift towards more right due to the shift of
photonic bandgap. This is plotted in Fig 4b. Here it may be
mentioned that for oblique incidence, both the polarized wave
can’t exhibit a bandgap at any particular wavelength, i.e., the
photonic bandgap becomes incomplete.
IV. CONCLUSION

Figure 4a: Comparative study of transmittivity vs.
wavelength of em wave for normal and oblique incidence with
constant barrier and well widths and Al0.2Ga0.8N/GaN
composition

Tranmittance of photonic multiple quantum well structure
is computed for normal and oblique incidence of s-polarized
electromagnetic wave with centre wavelength at 1550 nm.
Computation reveals the fact that slab thicknesses and
material composition are two key design features for desired
tuning of filter bandwidth. Also variation of incident angle
modifies the filter property due to formation of incomplete
photonic bandgap. The structure exhibits better filter
characteristics for normal incidence than oblique incidence for
any material composition, and any width of barrier and well
regions when this particular polarization state is concerned.
Design parameters can be optimized in such a way that centre
wavelength of the proposed bandpass filter will always be
surrounded by two photonic bandgap, represented by sudden
increases of reflectance in the simulate profiles. This makes it
a suitable candidate for optical communication.
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